Combined expertise for a new infection control barrier solution to protect an important investment.

The A-dec LED light combines exceptional illumination, for a superior source of brilliance for all that you do. A state-of-the-art LED dental light system that provides advanced light performance and unparalleled ergonomics for the dental team, plus all the advantages of LED technology.

A one and only light with one and only barrier

A brilliant light deserves extraordinary protection. Medicom offers a high quality light barrier, SafeShield, to help protect your investment from scratches, splatter and spray.

The newest innovation from Medicom in barrier solutions, SafeShield is a disposable barrier designed exclusively to protect the A-dec LED light surface. The shield will keep it free from airborne aerosols, splash and spatter, while protecting the light surface from scratches and dulling that can be caused by routine cleaning, without compromising light quality.

This unique barrier is convenient, easy-to-use protection, minimizes staff time spent on cleaning and reduces the usage of disinfectants, while extending the life of your light.

Only 4 easy steps to protect your investment: Start with a clean and dry light surface, peel liner, apply barrier and press firmly. The exclusive design keeps the barrier from falling off while in use, yet easily removed.

Recommendation:
Replacement frequency should be every week or when cleaning is necessary.

Warning:
ONLY for use on A-dec LED light. NOT for use on halogen lights, danger of overheating and melting may occur.

Sales contact information:
For distribution or sales information, please contact us via email at sales@medicom.ca or customer service at 1-800-361-2862 or 514-636-6262.

For additional information:
For all Medicom products: www.medicom.com
For all A-dec products: www.a-dec.com

Medicom®: Trust in Quality.
Like you, we never compromise. Our commitment is to help to make the world safer and healthier by offering consistent, reliable protection. We use carefully selected materials and engineer our products to offer protection you can count on.
As the maker of Safe brands, we take pride in the protection we offer, so you can take pride in yours.